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RISK CLASSIFICATION--EFFECT ON PLAN DESIGN

Moderator: ANNA MARIE RAPPAPORT. Panelists: DANIEL J. GROSS,

DONALD S. GRUBBS, JR., CATHERINE M. KAMROW*

I. Retirement benefits. Plan design considerations, Implications of

federal equal pay act and federal civil rights act. Court decisions.

Unisex table? Possible effects of extension of age discrimination
laws.

2. Annuity contracts. Design considerations if unisex tables are mandated.

3. Health insurance. Effect of pregnancy legislation in court decisions -

handicapped person legislation and regulations. Plan design considera-
tions and costs of benefits.

4. Disability insurance. Effect of pregnancy and handicapped person

legislation. Plan design - elimination periods, benefit periods. Cost
of benefits.

5. Workmen's Compensation - What if laws are changed not to allow industry

ratings?

6. Effect of restricted risk classification techniques for individual

life and individual property and casualty coverages.

7. Emerging and future issues.

8. Are experience studies, published statistics and tables adequate?

Should the Society of Actuaries and Casualty Actuarial Society be

doing more scientific research to support product designers? What

should they be doing?

MS. ANNA MARIA RAPPAPORT: During this meeting, we have had an opportunity

to talk about many different aspects of the risk classification problem. In

this panel, we will be discussing the impact of risk classification on plan

design. We are fortunate to have panelists who can present the issues

facing the writer of auto insurance, the writer of health insurance, the

manager of pension plans, and the writer of life insurance. You will

probably be surprised, as I was, to learn how different these problems are.

You will also see that the impact of these issues on the future of these

businesses varies by line of business.

Before we begin to discuss the problems faced in each product line, we will

review the societal context in which we are operating. Twenty-five years

ago, it is unlikely that this discussion would have taken place or that the

problems would have developed. But our world has changed. This change is

reflected in more feeling on the part of the individual of rights_ and more

enforcement of those rights by government.

*_rs. Kamrow, not a member of the Society, is Counsel for CNA/Insurance.
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Public opinion surveys show the development of a "psychology of entitle-
ment"; more than 90% of the population say that they have a right to an

adequate retirement income, to support of survivors on the death of a
breadwinner, and to adequate medical care. Availability of coverage is
very much an issue, and so is affordability. This helps us to understand
why classification has become such a big issue.

The growth and development of active minority rights groups is another
force contributing to the emergency of the classification issues. We have
in our society the civil rights movement, women's liberation, the aged
rights movement, consumerists, and groups protecting the rights of the
handicapped. The existence of organized movements to protect the rights of
these interest groups leads to the formation of special task forces, in and
out of government, and to the creation of laundry lists of "wrongs" and
forms of discrimination. These catalogues of issues usually include some
insurance, pension and benefit issues. While the insurance and pension
issues may not have had top priority, they are there, and the minority

rights groups will see that they are not ignored.

We are also changing our view of the role and responsibility of large
institutions° Large institutions are increasingly held to be accountable
for the impact of their actions on the public interest. I recormnend that
you read "The New American Ideology", by Professor George Cabot Lodge, of
the Harvard Business School for some perspectives of the change in our

society. Another good reference is "Trend Analysis Report #12", published
by the American Council of Life Insurance.

One aspect of our changing society is the expansion of law and regulation
in many areas affecting business. Risk classification is one of many areas
where regulation is expanding rapidly.

These issues lead me to ask some questions that we as actuaries should be
thinking about: What effects do classification systems have on policy-
holders and plan participants? What effect do they have on plan sponsors
and insurers? How does the view of the plan sponsor differ from that of

the insurer? How do classification systems affect price, availability of
coverage, options and benefit amounts? Who has the right to define classi-
fication systems, and classification criteria? (Traditionally it was
accepted that private enterprise could run its business in the most econo-

mically viable way, and it was expected that the marketplace would provide
incentives for desirable action. In the current environment, with in-

creased regulations, and focus on the rights of the individual, government
is playing a larger role. That larger role has led to conflict, and is the
reason why we are discussing this topic today.)

If classification systems adversely affect the rights of a group of indi-
viduals, what rights do they have? What weight should scientific infer-
marion be given? What support must be given to classification systems?
How much classification is necessary in order to have a viable system of
insurance?

MR. DANIEL J, GROSS: The auto insurance classification controversy focusing
on high costs is the most serious problem faced by the property and casualty
business. In fact, some observers believe the ultimate survival of private
automobile insurance rests on solving these problems.
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State regulation of auto insurance rates, classification systems and

underwriting rules varies widely. It ranges from near laissez-faire

capitalism in some states to almost full government control in others.

This variation obviously burdens company actuaries and managements, but it

has provided a valuable laboratory for experiment in areas like no-fault

and hopefully may do so again as we develop approaches to classification

problems.

Auto classification is based principally on a few main factors: where the

car is kept, how it is used, the driver's age (and, for a young driver,

marital status and sex), and the driver's history (whether he has had

recent at-fault accidents or moving violations).

Classification can also be more elaborate. Some companies use other

factors: number of miles driven, non-smoking discounts, defensive driving

discounts and so on.

In general, the major factors in determining rates are territory and age.

Thus, the young male living in a high cost territory pays those horrendous

premiums we have heard about.

These people also will find it hard to get insurance but, fortunately for

them (and perhaps unfortunately for us), society now considers auto in-

surance a necessity and mandates its provision. So, (while they may use

different forms) all states provide a mechanism to enable those risks who

cannot find insurance in the voluntary market to obtain it through a

residual system. These residual systems are generally inadequately rated

and frequently involve serious complaints about service. It is thus in the

industry's interest to maintain profitability and a good reputation with

consumers and regulators, to minimize the size of these residual markets.

Unlike pensions and health insurance, the classification controversy in

auto insurance reflects the generally high cost of the product and the

especially high cost for poor risks. Regulators and the legislators are

not concerned with, and may not believe, actuarial justifications of these

high costs. They are just concerned with the costs and their message is

very clear: if the industry cannot figure out how to stop charging $2,000

for an 18-year-old in their district, they will find it very easy to tell

us how to do it.

The problem is confused with discrimination because of a general feeling

that anybody charged a high rate is being discriminated against. (Someone

with a few drunken driving convictions or i0 accidents a year might be an

exception, but most consumers feel their auto insurance rates are too high

and if these rates are higher than their friends' or neighbors' they are

being discriminated against.) So, the classification and discrimination

arguments meld.

Territorial rating is the major area under attack. One argument is that

the suburban driver, by causing congestion in the cities, forces the city

dweller to pay higher rates. Actually, in most cases, accidents caused by

suburban drivers are charged to their territory and will increase suburban

rates, not city ones. But, the suburban/city argument is emotionally

plausible and believed by some consumers, regulators and members of the

media.
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Another argument, which is not raised as much but may have more validity,
is that underwriters used their Judgment about desirable social classes
in initially drawing territories. To the extent that territories have not

since changed with experience, these judgments may still be creating
discrimination.

A closely connected area of controversy involves the traditional industry
practice of calculating expense and profit loadings as a percentage of
premium. The argument, which sounds valid to those in the life insurance

business, is that it costs no more to sell and administer a policy to a
high cost class than to a low cost class. Thus, a person in a high cost
territory or a bad risk is discriminated against when he pays more for
expenses on his policy. This argument obviously creates concern among
agents' associations as it questions their principal source of income -
the percent of premium commission. However, it must be considered a
strong argument against the current classification system.

Some of the other areas of controversy are a bit more confusing. There is
the argument that driving history alone ought to determine your rate. It
has a lot of appeal and keeps popping up in the press. It ignores terri-

torial differences in accident frequency, theft rates, medical and repair
costs and likelihood of litigation (a surprising difference - if you have
an at-fault accident, you are three times as likely to be sued in Los
Angeles than in one of its suburbs). But, it is an argument which has
generated a lot of support and enables the driver who is statistically a
high risk to feel he is being discriminated against if he has not had an
accident or conviction.

Another area of dispute involves surcharges. Some regulators confuse re-
ducing the cost of the pie (total auto claim payments) and reducing
surcharges. They are thus proposing changes such as eliminating surcharges
for all moving traffic violations or for tickets for speeding under 70
miles an hour. There is nothing wrong with these changes as a matter of
social policy - but regulators do not always understand that they are not
lowering the cost of insurance but just allocating it differently, with
lower costs to speeders and greater costs to the general public.

A final area involves the general question of social policy. At one time,
it was considered socially responsible to find a good risk, isolate him,
market to him and charge him a low rate. Some observers now say that is a

bad thing. They say it is creaming the market and not serving the public.
Thus, there is a real dispute on proper social policy and the role of the
insurance industry.

These questions and the high cost of insurance will continue to create
pressure on the industry. We will be asked to charge those persons who
cannot afford their full actuarial rate less than we need to collect.

Companies will fight to maintain an average or below average market share
of those persons who are not paying their full rate. (The company that

has been socially responsible and ignored the conventional wisdom by
insuring young and urban drivers may get hurt more than the company which
has been less responsible.) Our big problem will be how to do this.

I have discussed the problems and the controversies; let me try to specu-
late on the outcome.
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It is fairly clear there will be a change in expense loading. Like life

actuaries, we will use a system combining per premium and per policy ex-

penses. I doubt it will substantially affect agents' commissions - they

effectively represent their interest. While they may end up with a two-

tiered commission structure paying less on surcharges or very high rates, I

doubt that we will switch to a fixed fee on policies.

There will also probably be some territorial readjustments. Actuaries will

review experience to identify and correct poorly aligned territories.

There will probably be some restrictions on surcharging. These restrictions

seem to be politically popular and give the appearance of reducing the cost

of auto insurance.

I am not willing to predict we can achieve it, but I hope we can work with

regulators to develop a good system to make sure that persons who cannot

afford the fully priced policy are not charged unaffordable rates. This

system of charging rates below those needed should be coupled with an in-

centive system that provides credits or transfers to companies writing at

these rates.

Product change is unlikely to help this area. One product change which

might help, however, would be group auto with the employer paying most of

the cost and the employee paying a relatively fixed charge. In this case,

theemployer would take care of variability and defuse the classification

issue. This change is unlikely to come soon; Federal tax law currently does

not allow the employer deduction for this benefit, and company experience

thus far has produced a great degree of antiselection. (Group writers have

gotten all the bad risks while low-priced carriers were getting the good

ones.) Obviously, employers paying half or more of the cost might make this

system workable. In fact, group life insurance succeeds even though some

younger employees may pay more for group insurance than they would for

individual term insurance.

Another product idea would involve changing coverages to reduce those parts

which create wide territorial rate variation and increase those with less

territorial variation. It is a theoretical concept that some of us have

discussed. Unfortunately, I am not sure we would know how to do it, and, if

we could, whether it might not be directly contrary to meeting consumer

needs. If we presume that todayrs product meets consumer needs, revising

the product to level territorial costs will produce a product that meets his

needs less than the current one.

Overall, our key problem currently is time. We must work with the regula-

tors to develop answers to these problems before we have impractical or

unworkable systems imposed on us.

MRS. CATHERINE M. KAMROW: I just updated two analyses for our company

dealing with the prohibitions in the risk classification area. One deals

with sex, marital status and sexual preference, and the other one deals with

age and the medical conditionsproblem. Each gives the citation, the effec-

tive date, the line of business affected and a brief summary. Although this

analysis is pretty complete on health and life, I am sure there are pieces
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missing on the property/casualty/auto since not all the problems in that
area go through my hands.

For accident and health insurance sex, marital status, age, occupation or
industry, medical conditions and residence are big factors used in risk
classification because of the difference in the morbidity experience. There
are some differences between disability income and a hospital medical policy.

For example, age has a very great impact on the amount of disability income
that will be issued, but it has very little impact generally on the amount
of hospital.

There is also a difference between group and individual insurance. In
speaking of "group" here, I mean the type of group where all the employees
are covered and there is a large spread of risk with no adverse selection,
not the 2-9 life group or association type policy where individual under-
writing and pricing criteria are applied. In group insurance you really do

not look at all of the individual's characteristics; you look at the group
as a whole. You apply these same risk factors to try to determine the gene-
ral composition of the group and from that derive a composite rate; that is,

one rate that will charged for each individual. You normally will not deny
anybody coverage. Also, there is experience rating in group insurance
whereby, depending upon the amount of claims that had to be paid out in a
year, the rate for the next year will be adjusted. So the risk classi-
fication factors are based more on group characteristics and do not play as
important a part as they do in individual.

Pricing, product design, and underwriting are complex functions of the risk
factors and they are very much intertwined. For example, if you cannot
price a product because of the magnitude of the probability of say, dis-
ability, then that is going to affect the underwriting because you are not
going to issue it. On the other hand, certain underwriting actions can be
taken such as limiting the benefits, or providing a longer elimination
period or deductibles, so that you can reduce the probability of loss and
the product can be priced.

The three most prevalent risk classification prohibitions we are facing
today in the accident and health field are sex, marital status, and medical

conditions. Twenty-eight states have some law or regulation on sex, prima-
rily dealing with the availability of coverage. The products muSt be equally
available. Some of the states do require rate differential justification,
but as of no_ they are not prohibiting rate differentials. In the area of
marital status there are about 21 states, again with the emphasis on avail-
ability, which say that you cannot refuse to issue certain coverage or
benefits simply because of marital status. In the area of medical conditions,
you will find laws affecting both the availability and the rates, and there
are about eleven or twelve states that have some type of law.

In regard to sex and marital status the general availability prohibition did

not pose too much of a problem. The biggest impact occurs in pregnancy
coverage and to a limited extent in dependent coverage. I will talk a
little bit about what our company did only to illustrate some of the prob-
lems that we looked at and our decisions on how to solve the problems. In
the pregnancy complications area this did affect our product design because

in most of our products we had excluded loss resulting from pregnancy. The
first decision we had to make was whether to define complications of preg-
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nancy, and if so, how, and we settled on what is called the New York-Arkansas

definition. It had been mandated in New York for a couple of years and had
not created too many problems. It was gaining acceptance in the industry
and in the states, and our claims, pricing and underwriting people felt that
it was explicit enough that they would know how to price and how to pay
claims. The second decision regarded the rates. We decided that we did not
need to rate up a disability income if there was a 14 day or more elimination
period. Our reasoning was that if it lasts longer than this amount of time,
it is usually due to some other medical condition that is present and we had
already been paying such claims on the basis of this other medical condition

that perhaps the pregnancy aggravated. We did rate up our hospital/medical-
major-med and catastrophe hospital not as much as basic because of the

presence of deductibles which perhaps serve the same purpose as the elimina-
tion periods. We also, of course, had to revise the surgical schedule in
some of our hospital products to make certain that operations involving
complications would be paid according to their relative severity with other
operations.

The normal pregnancy presented even greater problems. Except for New York
the state insurance laws are not specifically requiring payment for normal
pregnancy expense, but there are problems in states like Maryland where, if
you do provide a normal maternity benefit, you have to provide it on the
same basis as other illness or sickness. States like Illinois, Minnesota,
Ohio and others require that if you provide normal maternity benefits, then
you must provide them to all females, both spouse and dependents. We also
had to consider the fact that if you provide maternity, you could not dis-
criminate against single female insureds. Because we operate in all states,
we wanted as nationwide an approach as possible. Then, of course, the
biggest factor was the rating problem. No matter how it was done, it would
seem to be unfair to some group or another, or you would merely be trading
off premium for claims. For example, if you charged all insureds for this
benefit it certainly would be unfair to some women and to males. If you
decided to charge all females, again this could be unfair to many of the

females. If you had an optional benefit, then you had the problem of ad-
verse selection, and you would have to charge on the assumption that prac-
tically all that chose the coverage would end up in a claims situation. The

CNA solution was _hat we are no longer providing any normal maternity bene-
fits in individual hospital/medical/surgical products, except, of course, in
New York.

With respect to marital status and product design, we simply changed our
eligibility requirements for dependent coverage so that we now can offer the
same policy either to an individual with dependents or without dependents.

In the area of the medical condition prohibitions, a lot of us in the
industry have tried to figure out what is good terminology for this -
whether you call it a physical condition or a handicap - but it is based on
the medical condition or history of the insured, and this kind of law is

posing perhaps the biggest current problem. Unlike, say, age or sex, there
are not just a few variables. There are many variables; there are many con-
ditions and types. Certainly we could use more statistics, but because
there are so many variables, it would be very difficult to gather statistics
on all of them. Even having the statistics is not a full solution because
you would have so few people in each of these condition groups that you
would not have credible experience.
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Another problem in these laws and regulations is that they are often not
clear cut. I am asked for my legal opinion on what a law means, and I find

it very difficult to tell our underwriting people and pricing people what
it really means. What i__ssthemeaning of the undefined term "disability,"
or "handicap"? Is the court going to say that it means what the Webster's
dictionary says? Are they going to look to some other section of the code,
say, pertaining to health or the treatment of indigents, etc? About all we
can say to underwriters is that we have to take a conservative approach,
and time will tell. Some of the laws do say that you can exclude loss due

to such a condition, but there is a great problem in being able to legally
prove that a loss really was caused by this condition.

Even if the meaning of a law is clear - some of these laws are very ex-
plicit - it has greatly increased the company's risk exposure. In states
where there are restrictions on the classification system in this area we
are having the potential rejection sent to the home office where one of the
head underwriters looks it over, and, if necessary, he will refer to the

medical director. We really do not have any experience in the several
states that have such a law, although I understand that a few companies are
trying to accumulate statistics on the experience when they issue to
people that perhaps before they would not issue to.

I think that the industry will be trying to limit these prohibitions to the
extent possible through working with the legislators and with the regulators.
For example_ the ACLI and the HIAA risk classification sub-committees have
been trying to develop a Model Risk Classification Bill. It probably does
not go as far as some of the consumers would want. On the other hand there
has been opposition from a lot of the companies because they do not want to
give an inch on their underwriting privileges until they are really forced
to do so by a law. If we could come up with such a model bill, it would
turn aside some of the more onerous laws and regulations that we are seeing

introduced and passed, but we are going to see a broadening in this area.



MRS. KAMROW: Discussion Note---
Discrimination Prohibitions Overview

Age and Mental or Physical Conditions

State Line of Citation* Mental or Physical Comments

Business Date iConditions

Arizona _ii Lines R Rule R4-14-213 X Blindness, Partial Can't place such persons in different cla_s

eff upon filing Blindness or or consider have different life expectanc}

with Sec. of State Physical Disability for purpose of rates or availability

after approved by unless such condition is relevant to the

AttorneyGeneral expectedrisk of loss.

California 5ife & A&H L §10143 Can't refuse to issue or renew or charge

SB 240(1977} higher rates because person to be insured O0

elf i-I-78 carries gene which may be associatedwith _D
disability in such person's offspring but

which carries no adverse effects on the
carrier. Such genes include but are not
limited to Tay Sachs trait, sickle cell

trait, thalassemia trait and x-linked

hemophilia. Z
!

_&H L §I0123.1 x Physical Handicap Group policy covering hospital, medical
AB 2700(1974) expenses- must offer the same coverage,
elf i-1-75 terms and conditionsto physically >

handicapped members as offered to members

without physical handicap. DO not have

to cover loss directly arising from

handicap.
O

Delaware IA&H L §2327 X Hospital medical surgical - can't refuse Z

HB 402(1974) to issue to persons over 65 but can reduce

eff 3-25-74 by government programs.

also see IDB #75

of Feb. 1975

* L Means Law and citations are to the insurance codes unless otherwise indicated

R Means Insurance Department Regulation

PR Means Proposed Insurance Department Regulation



State Line of Citation * Age IMental or Physical Comments

Business Date IConditions

Florida A&H L §§627.644 & 627.6576 X Mental or Physical can_ refuse to provide coverage or charge

HB 4059(1976) Handicap unfairly discriminatory rates for a person

elf 7-1-76 solely because mentally or physically

handicapped. DO not have to provide coverage

for handicap already sustained.-- O0

Life & A&H L @626.9705 X Severe Disability Can't refuse to issue or renew or charge O
SB 664(1975) unfair or discriminatory rate solely on grounds

elf 10-1-75 suffers from Severe Disability defined as any |
spinal cord disease or injury resulting in

permanent and total disability, amputation of

any extremity that requires prosthesis, _.

permanent visual acuity of 20/200 or worse
in the better eye with the best correction or _

a peripheral field so contracted that the
widest diameter of such field subtends an

langular distance no greater than 20 degrees.

iDo not have to provide coverage for severe

i idlsability already sustained.. _0

Iowa All Lines R Rules 510-15.80(507B) Blindness, Partial Persons shall nor be considered to be of same

thru 510-15.83(507B) Blindness or Physical class or have snme life expectancy solely _

eff 3-2-77 Disability because of such condition. Persons who are
blind, partially blind or have a physical

disability may not, solely on that basis be

unfairly discriminated against in rates

charged or in terms, benefits or conditions
of the contract,



State Line of Citation* Age Mental or Physical Comments
Business Date Conditions

Maine All Lines L §2159-A X Blindness, Deafness, Can't refuse to issue or renew or reduce

SB 507(1977) Developmentally liability limits or increase premiums solely

elf 9-12-77 Disabled because applicant or insured is blind, deaf or

expansion of developmentally disabled. Can exclude payment

original blindness of benefits arising from losses that would not
prohibition of have occurred except for fact. Q0

HB 846(1975) A person shall be considered deaf-who either has

off 10-1-75 a minimum pure tone average hearing threshold _'_

1 level of 40 decibels in the better ear on an

International Standards 0rganization-American 00

National Standards Institute sc_lej or is not
able to hear and understand more than 40% of the

words on a standardized word discrimination test
using a list of phonetically balanced words at
appropriate intensity levels through a speech

audiometer.

A person shall be considered developmentally dis-

abled who has a disability which: A, Is attrib- I
utable to: (l_ Mental retardation, cerebral
palsy, epilepsy or autism; (2) Any other condi-
tion found to be closely related to mental

retardation, because such condition results in

similar impairment of general intellectual

functioning or adaptive behavior to that of

mentally retarded persons or requires treatment
or services similar to those required for such O

persons; or (3) Dyslexia resulting from a dis-

ability described in paragraph (I) or (2):

B. originates before such person attains age 18:

C. Has continued or can be expected to continue

indefinitely; and D. Constitutes a substantial

handicap to such person's ability to _unction

normallyin society.



Mental or Physical Comments

State BusinessLineof DateCitati°n* Age Conditions

Maryland All Lines L _234A(a) Can't refuse to underwrite or renew for any

eff 1971 arbitrary, capricious or unfairly discriminatory

reason.

All Lines !L §234A(a) Can't refuse to underwrite or renew a particular

HB 859(1974) risk or class of risk except by application of [29
eff 7-1-74 standards which are reasonably related to the O0

insurer's economic and business purposes - burden

on insurer to demonstrate refusal is justified

under standards demonstrated. [

Massachusetts A&H iL A&H Chp. 175 X Blindness Can't refuse to issue individual policy O

§I08A providinghospitaland surgicalexpense

HB6348(1974) coverage because of blindness. C_

eff10-6-74
Life L Life Chp. 175 X Blindness Can't refuse to issue individual policy for sole

_I20B reason that person is blind.

HB6138(1974) Z
eff12-3]-74

-- I i Cn

A&H !L Chp. 175 §]08A } X Deafness I Can't refuse to issue individual policy providing

O0

HB 6559(1975) hospital and surgical expense coverage because

elf around12-7-75 of deafness_.... O

Life L Chp. 175 §I20A X Mental Retardation Can't refuse to issue individual policy to

HB 6317(1972) mentally retarded person who has reached the

eff 12-3]-72 i age of three years if amount of insurance
! as amended by HB 2494 i applied for is exactly $1,500 and there is no

____ I __ elf 2-13-76 | l other insurance on such_life in force or pending.



State Line of Citation * Mental or Physical Co_ments
Business Date Conditions

Michigan All Lines L 52027 X X Handicap Can't refuse to insure or refuse to continue

HB 4623(1976) to insure or limit the amount of coverage
eff 4-I-77 available unless there is a reasonable relation-

ship between the age or handicap and the extent

of riskor coverage,
Can't charge a different rate for the same O0
coverage based on age or handicap unless the

risk differential is based on sound actuarial
principles, a reasonable classification system
and is related to the actual and credible loss

statistics or reasonably anticipated experience O_C_

in the case of new coverages.

AllLines PR

R 500 - Rules X X _

43thru56 _%

Minnesota Life & A&H L §72A.20(9) X Disability Can't reject or determine rate class on the "Z

SB 765(1975) basis of a disabilityunless the claims
!

elf 8-1-75 experienceand actuarialprojectionsand
other data establish significant and substantial

differences in class rates because of the

disability.

_issouri AllLines PR X Blindness,Partial

4CSR190-170 Blindness or Physical

Disability

New Mex}co Auto ID Advisory Letter X Handicap Handicapped drivers shall be accorded same

of 9-27-77 treatment as any other category and statistical

justification is required to be furnished for

putting any driver in a high risk category

when there are no other justifications other

than being handicapped.

U_



State Line of Citation* Mental or Physical Comments
Business Date Conditions

North Carolina A&H L _168-i0 X Handicap Each handicapped person shall have the same
(not Ins. Code} consideration as any other person for individual

HB 746(1977) _&H insurance coverage and the availability of (_

eff 1-i-78 such insurance shall not be denied solely on th(

basis of such person's handicap. An insurer

shall not be prohibited from excluding, by

waiver or otherwise, any pre-existing condition_ Z
from such coverage. An insurer may charge the
appropriate premium for the risk insured on the

same basis and conditions as insurance issued O

to other persons. This section shall not

restrict or preclude an insurer from setting

and charging a premium based upon the class or

classes of risks and on sound actuarial and

underwriting principles as determined by the

insurer or from applying its regular under-
writing standards applicable to all classes

of r.isks, oo

Life & A&H L A&H §58-251.6 X Sickle Cell & Can't refuse to issue coverage for medical

HB 475(1975) Hemoglobin C Traits treatment nor charge a higher rate because _O
elf 7-3-75 j person possesses trait.

L Life _58-ig5.5 _ Z

HB 476

elf 7ni-75



State Line of Citation* Mental or Physical Comments
Business Date Conditions

i

_hio All Lines ! L §3999.15 X Handicap Underwriting standards or rates that result in

SB 162(1976) unfair discrimination against any handicapped [_

I eff 7-23-76 person may not knowinglybe used. This doesnot prevent reasonable classifications of

handicappedpersonsfordetermininginsurance

i rates. "Handicapped '_ means a medically diagnos-

l able, abnormal condition which is expected to (23

continue for a considerable length of time,

whether correctable or uncorrectable by good

medical practice_ which can reasonably be
expected to limit the person's functional

ability, including but not limited to seeing,

hearing, thinking, ambulating, climbing, Z

descending, lifting, grasping, sitting, rising, I
any related function, or any limitation due to
weakness or significantly decreased endurance,

so that he cannot perform his everyday routine

living and working without significantly Z

increased hardship and vulnerability to what

are considered the everyday obstacles and _/_

hazards encountered by the non-handicapped. _0

I °Oregon Property& PR X

Casualty 836-81-105



State Line of Citation* Mental or Physical Comments

Business Date Conditions

00

Pennsylvania All Lines L 40P.S. §1171.5 X Unfair discrimination prohibited between _'_

(a)(7)(iii) individuals of same class and essentially same ,_

SB 561(1974) hazard with regard to underwriting standards _'O0
eff 7-22-74 and practices or eligibility requirements by O

reason of age. Underwriting standards and Z
practices and eligibility rules do not include |
promulgation of rates in accordance with rate

regulatory act and insurance department O

regulatlona.

Life & A&H PR I.D. Rule X Genetic or other Can't refuse to issue or rate up unless prior

p. 2179, Pa. Bull. physical or menta filing of statistically significant data as to

Vol. 4, No, 44 of characteristic or lower life expectancy or other increased risk

]0-]2-74 handicap characteristic to raise rebuttable presumption
discrimination justified and proper.

U0
_hode Island Life L _27-4-I X Disability No company shall make or permit the rejection of

SB 474(1977) any individual's application for life insurance

eff 5-5-77 coverage, as well as the determinationof the _O
rate class for such individual, on the basis of
a disability unless such disability is relevant [23
to the risk of loss.



State Line of Citation * I Mental or Physical Comments

Business Date i Conditions

Washington All Lines L BCW 49.60.030 X Sensory, mental or Civil right to engage in insur_nCeof thetransacti°nSnamed
HB 1508(1974) physical handicap without discrimination because _,

off7-24-74 handicaps. O_

All Lines AGO AGLO X Sensory, mental or Can probably rate up if can justify for _
1974 (No. i00) physical handicap legitimate insurance objectives. Can probablv
of 11-26-74 exclude pre-existing conditions because O_

definition of scope of coverage applying OO

eaually to all applicants. Insurance

Department has no right to apply this civil

rights law in reviewing policy forms - individua

discriminated aqainst must seek remedy in court,
k.J

All Lines L _48.30.300 X Sensory, mental or Can't refuse to issue or renew nor restrict

HB 1544(1976) physical handicap benefits because of the presence of such I
off 6-25-76 handicap but this shall not prohibit fair

discrimination when bona fide statistical

differences in risk or exposure have been Z

substantiated.

Wisconsin Auto R Wis. Adm. Code X X Past Mental Disabilit, Can't oancel or refuse to issue nor place in
Homeowners Ins 6.54 rating classificationon the bssis of such

elf 4-1-76 as factors without credible information supporting
amended such classificationand demonstrating it

off 5-1-77 equitably reflects differences in past or

expected losses and expenses.

Also see following new 1978 legislation: Colorado SB 88; Delaware HB 298: Kansas HB 3225



MRS. KAMROW: Discussion I_ote---
Discrimination Prohibitions Overview

Sex, Marital Statue And Sexual Preference

State Citation* Sex Marital Status _Sexual Con_nents

Date I PreferenceCan't Must Must Can't Must Can't

Discrim- Cover Justify Discrim- Just iDiscrim-

inate In Loss Or Be inate In Or inate In

Insuring From Able TO Insuring Abl_ Insuring O_
Or Compli- JustifyOr Jus_ Or _)
Renewing cations Rate Renewing Rat< Renewing

And/Or Of Differ- AndOr Difi And/Or

Can't PregnancyentialsCan't ent_ Can't

Deny On Same Deny Deny _
Avail- BasisAs Avail- Avail- i

ability Loss From ability ability (_I
Of Any Other Of Any Of Any O
Coveraqe** Sickness Coverage** _vera_...... r

Arizona All R RuleR4-14-209 X X X I
Lines eff 6-13-77

ArkansasAll L _66-3005(i) X
Lines SB406(1975) E I

eff 4-3-75 ........ Complications Defined SecAll R Rule& Reg,19 X X X X . 3
O0

Lines eff2-1-76
©
Z

* L Means Law and citations sre to the insurance codes unless otherwise indicated; L_

R Means Insurance Department Regulation:

PR Means Proposed Insurance Department Regulation.

** The language used in the sources cited is not always specific in the area of maternity and dependent benefits, It is the

considered opinion of the Law Department, however, that the prohibitions lang<_ag_ is broad enough to require us to treat all

applicants on an equal basis in regard to all benefits. If maternity or dependent covor_ge is available to any applicant

under a product, it must be made available regardless of the applicant's sex or mnrita! status,



i

State Citation* Sex I Marital Status Sexual Comments
Date I Preference

Can't Must Must Can't Must Can't

Discrim- Cover Justify Discrim- Justify Discrim-
inate In Loss Or Be inate In Or Be inate In

Insuring From Able To Insuring Able To Insuring

Or Compli- JustifyOr JustifyOr

Renewing cations Rate Renewing Rate Renewing

And/Or Of Differ- And/Or Differ- And/Or

Can't Pregnancy entials Can't entials Can't

Deny On Same Deny Deny
Avail- BasisAs Avail- Avail-

ability Loss From ability ability 0_
Of Any Other Of Any Of Any

Coverage** Sickness Coverage** Coverage
>

California All R CAC§_2560 X X X Can't discriminate because of

Lines thru 2560.6 residencewith personnot related

Ruling 204, by blood or marriage.

FileNo.RH-176 I
eff I-1-76

A&H L §10119.5 Must cover involuntary complication_

AB 521(1975) (defined)if maternitybenefits

eff 7-1-76 provided.

A&H L _i0122.2 Group - employeesmustbe treated

AB 1385 no lessfavorablythandependent

elf 1-i-77 spouses. __
O

Colorado All L §10-3-1104(1) X X X X

Lines (f) fII

HB 1446(1975)

eff 7-1-75

A&H L §10-8-121 X

HB 1437(1975)
elf 1-1-76



_n

state citation* Sex I Marital Status |Sexual Comments

Date I [ Preference
Can't Must Must Can't Must Can't

Diserim- Cover Justify Discrim- Justify Discrim-
inate In Loss Or Be inate In Or Be inate In

Insuring From Able TO Insuring Able To Insuring

Or Compli- Justify Or Justify Or

Renewing cations Rate Renewing Rate Renewing
And/Or Of Differ- And/0r Differ- And/Or O0

Can't Pregnancy entials Can't entlals Can't

Deny On Same Deny Deny O0
Avail- BasisAs Avail_ Avail- O0

ability LossFrom ability ability

0fAny Other Of Any OfAny

Coverage** Sickness Coverage** I
' #%

Connect- All PR _38-61-20 X X X X X Arkansas-New York definition of O

icut Lines thru 38-61-27 complications.
Can't discriminate because of

residence with person not related
blood

or marriaeqez__

Florida Life& Rule4-43 X X X
A&H eff1-1-78

O0

Georgia A&H L §56-2443 X Group or blanket major medical
O0

HB 2477 policy if maternity benefits 00

eff 7-1-77 provided.Complicationsdefined-

some deviation from Arkansas -
New York definition. (2_

L §§41-2140(2) &

Idaho A&H 41-2210(2) X Must cover involuntarycomplication:

HB 589(1976) if maternitybenefitsprovided.

eff 1-1-77 & Complications defined - some

R Reg 31 deviation from Arkansas - New Yerk
eff i-1-77 definition.



State Citation* Sex Marital Status Sexual _omments
Date Preference

Can't _ust Must Can't Must Can't

Discrim- Cover Justify Discrim- Justify Discrim-

inate In Loss Or Be inate In Or Be inate In

I Insuring From Able To Insuring Able To InsuringOr Compli- Justify Or Justify Or .

Renewing cations Rate Renewing Rate Renewing o0

And/Or Of Differ- And/Or Differ- And/Or

Zan't PregnancyentialsCan't entials Can't

Deny On Same Deny Deny
IAvail- BasisAs Avail- Avail- O0

ability Loss From ability ability U_

Of Any Other Of Any Of Any
Coverage** Sickness Coverage** Coverage

x >
Illinois Life & R Rule 26.04 X X X X X Can't discriminate because of

A&H elf 7-1-76 residence with person not related

I by blood or marriage. For Ins.

Dept, position regarding meaning I
of "complications"seeIllinois

I Insurancevol.VIINo. 5

Se2t.-Oct. 1976, 0. 6.
When maternity benefits are

i _rovided, they must be applied
to natural or adopted children who _/_

I are covered as dependents - Sec, U]1 3_B2) last sentence.
Z

Io_.,a All !R Rules ! X X X I X

Lines I §510_15.50 I

i (507B) thru

_510-15.54

(507B)
eff 4-13-76

t_



u.

State Line Of Citation* Sex Marital Status Sexual Comments

BusinessDate Preference

Can't _ Must Can't

Must lllMust Can't Insuring

Discrim- Cover Justify Discrim- Justify Discrim-

inate In Loss for Be ,inate In Or Be inate In
Insuring From AbleTO Insuring AbleTo

Or Compli- IJustify Or Justify Or C]

Renewing cations IRate Renewing Rate Re ....ing

And/Or Of Differ- And/Or Differ- And/Or

Can't Freqnancy(entials Can't entials Can t

Deny On Same I Deny Deny Q

Avail- BasisAS ] Avail- Avail-
ability LossFrom ability ability l

Of Any Other ! OfAny Of ._nv _ O

--. Coverage* * Coveraqe _* .... Coyera e_
Kansas All R 40-1-31 . O

Lines eff2-15-77 X X _ _

All Bull.1977-3of X X x 1

Lines 2-4-77

A&H ID Bull 1977-3 This purports to require equal

(Addendum) of {benefits for loss from normal

2-14-77 |pregnancy but the Ins. Dept. O0
|contends issuance of such coverage [_

is strictly a matter of negotiation 50

between the company and applicant O0

I although f_l_ngs must permit suchnegotiation. See HIAA IDB Kansas

------_ _ _ i INO_1-77of 3-4-77, O_
All L §304112-085 X X iKentucky

Lines HB 529(1974) I i!
eff 6-20-74 i i



State Citation* Sex Marital Status Sexual Conunents
Date Preference

Can't Must Must Can't Must Can't

Discrim- Cover Justify Discrlm- iJustif_ Discrim-
inate In Loss Or Be inate In iOr Be inate In

Insuring From Able To Insuring !Able Tc Insuring

Or Compll- Justify Or Justif_ Or

Renewing cations Rate Renewing !Rate Renewing
And/Or Of Differ- And/Or Differ-: And/Or O0

Can'tCan't Pregnancy entials Can't entials i
Deny On Same Deny i Deny

Avail- Basis As Avail- Avail-

ability Loss From ability ability _><;_
Of Any Other Of Any Of Any

Coverage** Sickness Coverage** Coverage

Maine A&H L §2741 & 2832 Unmarried female insureds and their
SB 121(1975) coveredminordependentsmustbe -

eff 1-1-76 )rovidedthe samematernitybenefit

as provided to married female

insureds or dependent female I
spouses.

A&H L 22742& 2833 Unmarriedfemaleinsuredsmustbe

SB 121(1975) )rovided the option of the same

eff 1-1-76 coveragefortheirdependent

children as is extended to married

I insureds with dependents.

Maryland All L _234A(a) X
Lines elf1971

L §234A(b) Can't require existence of special

HB 1217(1975) conditions, facts or situations as

eff 7-1-75 ondition _ptanceor renewal

ased in whole part on sex



u,

Line Of Citation* Sex Marital Status JSexual Comments

State Business JustifyDiscrim-

Date IPreference

Can't Can't Must Can't

Discrim- Discrim-

inate In inate In Or Be inate In

Insuring Insuring Able TO Insuring

Or Justify Or

Renewing Renewing Renewing

And/Or And/Or Differ- And/Or

Cantt Can't enti_Is Can't

Deny Deny Deny O0

Avail- Avail- I_Avail- _
ability ability lability O_

OfAny Of Any OfAny

Z
MarylandA&H L §223(b)(2) I

(contd.) HB 1217(1975)
elf 7-1-75 %2

Z
Property L _226c(2)

CasualtyHB1217(1975)

Surety eff7-1-75
Life L §83(3), 414(i) Three year age setback for females

& (j) in computinglifereservesandnon-
SB 62(1975) forfeiture values deleted - added Z

eff 7-1-75 requirementthatdifferentialsbased
sex must reflect actuarial O0

expectancies and shall be subject O9
r;%

A&/_ L §@470H & 477I 1 If hospitalization benefits are

I HB 433 provided for normal pregnancy,

elf 7-1-75 paymentshallbe to the same

___ as for other covered illness.

A&H L §_4701 & 477J If maternity benefits are provided

HB 434 in any policy form customarily

eff 7-1-75 issued on an individual or family

basis, the benefits must be offered
to individuals regardless of marital
:tatus.



State Citation* Sex Marital Status Sexual Comments

Date Preference

Can't Must _ust Can't Must Can't

Discrim- Cover Justify Discrim- Justify Discrim-

inate In Loss Or Be inate In Or Be inate In

Insuring From Able To Insuring Able TO Insuring

Or Compli- Justify _r JustifyOr
Renewing cations Rate Renewing Rate Renewing

And/Or Of )iffer- And/Or Differ- And/Or _._
Can't Pregnancy entials Can't entials Csn't
Deny On Same Deny Deny
Avail- Basis As Avail- Avail- O_

ability Loss From ability ability

Of Any Other Of Any Of Any

Coveraqe** Sickness Coverage** Coveraqe

_aryland A&H L _477P 'Any group or blanket policy which _
(contd.) SB 775 providesbenefitsfortemporary

elf 7-1-77 disability must offer the prospect-

ive policyholder the option of 1

providing benefits for temporary

disability caused or contributed

to by pregnancy or childbirth.

Benefits shall be the same as
applied to other disabilities

except that payment for normal O0

pregnancy or normal childbirth may

be limited to six weeks or more.
i

_assachu_ Life & L Chp. 175, X I
setts A&/_ §24A

HB 6174(1974)

eff 10-29-74



U.

State Citation*Date t Can't Sex I Marital Statu!{_ 12exu_!lPre ference Cc:_ment s
DltCrlm CI)_,ef Discrim- ]J<!st_fv Discrim--

inate In Loins inate In IOr Be %inate i_]

OrInsuring _]i-From OrInsuring 'iJust!tvOrIAblf:'f'o!Insuring'Renewing Renewing Rate Renewing 09
And/Or And/Or I Di fret- And/Or (_

I . Den}/

Can't Can't lent_a_sCan'=
O9

Deny Deny OO
Avail- Avail- Av_l-

ability ability ability Z

Of Any OfAny Of Any [
<3
©

_ichigan All L _2027 X
Lines HB4623

elf 4-i_77 !

All PR R 500 X -- Rule 44(lf) and I(I) would require
Lines Rules 43 thru the offering of benefits for loss _/_

56 , from pregnancy to the same extent

I as other loss., 50

_innesota A&H L §62A,041 If maternity benefits are provided

HB 1305(1973) undera policy,the same benefits GO

elf 8-1-73 must be provided to all females

as amended covered under the policy whether Z
by HB 790(1976 they are married or single or

elf 7-1-76 whether they are insureds,

dependent spouses or dependent

children. "MaterDity benefits"

does not include elective, induced
abortion.



State Citation* Sex _,_aritalStatus Sexual Comments

Date Pre ference

Can't Must Must Can't _,IUst Can't

Discrim- Cover Justify Discrim- Justify Discrim-

inate In Loss Or Be inate In Or Be inate In

Insuring From Able TO Insuring Able TO Insuring

Or Compli- Justify Or Justify Or

Renewing cations Rate Renewing Rate Renewing

And/Or Of Differ- And/Or Differ- And/Or _'_[2%

Can't Pregnancy entials Can't entials Can't

Deny On Same Deny Deny
Avail- Basis As Avail- Avail-

ability Loss Fro_ ability ability _
Of Any Other Of Any Of Any OO

Coverage** Sickness Coverage**_ Coverage

Nebrask_Life& R Rule28 X X X X
A&H eff10-1-77

N@vada All R Reg.M7 X X X X X

Lines elf1-1-77 _i

A&H L §8689A.042 X Complications defined - not identi- I

& 689B.032 cal to Arkansas - New York

AB 120(1977) definitionbut principles
elf 7_I-77 consistent.

New All R N,J. A.C. X X X _/_

Jersey Lines _Ii:i-4.2
elf9-1-75

AlsoseeID

Circular Lettecs

of 6-6-75 &

3-26-76

Life & R N.J.A.C. X Complications defined - deviates

A&H §11:1-4.3 fromArkansas- New Yorkdefinition
elf 9-1-76 in that hoepitel confinement can

not be required.

U_



State Line Of Citation * _q{!:< !4ar]tal st_t _:: !l=c>;ut_l Cor<ments

Busi .... Date ;an 't _lust ---_I Can't [_ --- P-rcf'--_I:_n-ce:iU _.- --_.,_'iCan 't)iscrlm- Cover [Justify Discrin_- _=sti iscrim-
lot ie iinate In

I Insuring From IAble To IInsuring Ab 7e To Insuring

)r Compli- IJustify Or ius_Sfv. Or
_enewing cations Rate Renewing Rate R....ing O9

_nd/Or Of Differ- And/Or .Differ- And/Or C_O
_an't Pregnancy entials Can't enti=_!s Can't

)eny On Same Deny Deny O0

_vail- Basis As Avail- Ava_ i- O

_bility Loss From ability ' ability

)fAny Other OfAny Of Any I

,'overaqe** Sickness Coveraqe** .... Coverage OONewYork All L §40e x X

Lines AB 6288A (1975) f O
eff9-i-75 _

All RReg75& x x _
Lines accompanying _

report I
IiNYCRR

_§217.1& I
217.2 I _O

elf6-i-75 1 O_O9

A&H R Reg 62 X ComplicationsdefinedID Reg62,

IiNYCRR : NYCRR§52.2seff6-i-73
§52.16c3 O9

eff 12-1-72

A&H L §§162-a & --- Mandatory maternity coverage for

164-a hospital-medical-surgical expense-

SB 10536 suit in processon constitutional

elfi-i-77 I Issues



State Citation * | Narital Status Sexual Comments

Date ____ Preference
_Can't Can't

Discrim- Discrim- Discrim-

iilateIn inate In i!]ateIn

Insuring Insuring Insuring
Or

Renewing Renewing Renewing
And/Or And/Or

_an't Can't Can't

Deny Deny C_

Avail- Avail- Ava_l-
>

ability ability C_

Df Any Of Any Of Any

New York A&H R Reg 62 Requirementsfor grosspremium
(contd.) iI NYCRR differentials based on sex.

§52.41

eff4-27-77

J
North All R Rule 4.0107 X X

CarolinaLines eff5-5-77

_orth All L _26-30-04(11) X

Dakota Lines HB 1176(1975)

elf 7-i-75 _[_

ohio All L _3901.21(L)

Lines SB425(1976)

eff8-31-76 i

A&H L _3901.21(N) ICan't refuse to make disability

ZB 425(1976} incomeinsuranceavailablesolely

elf 8-31-76 because applicant's principal

occupation is that of managing
a household.



bg

I

State Citation* Sex I Marital Status Sexual Comments

Date [ grei_'ence

Can't Must Must Can't I!,_ust Can't

i

Discrim- Cover Justify Discrim- ]Jus' __ Discrim--

inate In Loss Or Be in_te i_ Or _e_: inate in

Insuring From Able To Insuri:ig Able TolinsurJng

Or Compli- Justify Or JustifyiOi_

Renewing cations Rate Renewing IRate.- i Renewinq. _.)
tn

And/Or Of Differ- And/Or Dlffer- And/Dr

Can't Pregnancy entials Can't D_ %
""_ Can't O0

I Deny OnSame Deny

i A_ail- BasisAs Avail- _Avnil-

I ability LOSSFrom ability iabi!ity

Of Any Other Of Any Of _-ny I

Coveraqe** Sickness Coverage** Ccverage
|Ohio A&H L _3901.2] (O) If maternity benefits are offered

(contd.) SB 425(1976) under a policy they must be avail- _
eff 8-31-76 able for all covered persons. A

reasonable waiting period, not

exceeding 270 days may be imposed.

Oregon All R RuleIC-61 X X X X

Lines eff1-1-75 _0

A&H L §743.037(2) Each policymust providethe same C__

SB 633(1973) payments for costs of maternity to

eff 10-5-73 unmarried women that it provides O

to married women, including
dependent spouses', and the same 09

coverage for the child of an un-
married woman as a covered child of

an insured married person receives.
PropertyPR Rules _ X X

& 836-81-105 &

Casualty 836-81-110 1 !



3tate Citation* Sex MaritalStatus Sexual Comments
Date Preference

_an't _nst Must Can't Must Can't

Discrim- _over Justify Discrim- Justify Discrim-
inate In Loss Or Be inate In Or Be inate In

Insuring From Able To Insuring IAble TO Insuring

Or _ompli- Justify Or Justify Or
IRenewing cations Rate Renewing Rate Renewing

And/Or Df Differ- And/Or Differ- And/Or

Can't Pregnancyentials Can't entialsCan't
Deny On Same Deny Deny
Avail- iBasisAs Avail- Avail-

ability iLossFrom ability ability
Of Any IOther Of Any Of Any [29

Coveraqe** iSickness Coveraqe** Coveraqe
I

All L 40P.S._I171.5 X X X XPennsyl-

vania Lines (a)(7)(iii)

SB561(1974)

eff7-22-74

All R I.D. Notice, X X

Lines p. 102, Pa. I
Bull.VOI.4

No. 3 of

I 1-19-74All R 31 Pa_ Code X X X

Lines §_145.1thru

145.5
eff10-27-77

Tennessee All R Rule 0780-i-3z X X X X X Arkansas - New York definition of

Lines elf 4-12-76 complications - Sec° 0780-i-34.04

(f). Can't deny maternity benefits
to unmarried females covered under

a contractifmaternitycoverage

is available to married females

under s_ch contract.



4_

!

State Line Of ICitation* S,,:: M_rit_i Z-_atus iS{_c-;<_..l
Co:r_lent s

Bus_ _,_ IDate IPr_ fercr ce

Discrim-

From Able T_

inate ]nT,oSS Or Be inate In 1inate _n .Or Be

Insuring Insuring Able TO insuring
C©:-,p!i- Justify Or

Pregnancy eztials fy O:i

Or

I Renewing cations Rate Renewing L_ate Ren_,_ in{_
And/Or Of Differ- And/Or Differ- i h_,-__,-

Can 't Can 't cat i:_I_ ICan _t C]

Deny On Same 1 Deny iDen)'
Avail- BasisAs Avail- Avail- £;%

I ability LossFrom ability abi]ity
IOf Any Other Of Any , Of Any

qe** Sick....... C.........___ Coy.......

Texas All R Rules _ Z X X X Arkansas- New York definitionof O

Lines 059.21.21.I01 complications- Rule 059.21.21.105 OZ

thru (A) O

059.21.21. 109

_S amended by

Board Order W_

33050on
12-15-77

off1-1-78
exceptA&H
eff5-1-78 O0

Oo

Utah All L Utah Code X

Lines Annotated O0
§§13-7-1 thru

13-7-4

off5-7-73

Vermont All L §4724 (7B) x X x X

Lines H_ 147

eff 7-1-76



State Citation* Sex i_arJtalStntus Soxua! 3omments
Preference

Can 't !4ust :,_ust Can 't Must Z_n 't

Discrim- Cover Justify 'Discrim- JustifyIDiscrim -

inate In Loss Or Be iinate In Or Be inate InInsuring From Able To Insuring Able ToiInsuring

Or Comp!i- Justify Or Justify Or

Renewing cations Rate Renewing Rate Renewing
And/Or Of Differ- And/Or Differ- And/Or

ICan't

Can't PregnaDcyentials Can't entials,Deny!Deny On Same IDeny

Avail- iBasisAs iAvail- Avail-ability Loss From ability ability

OfAny Other iOfAny OfAny O0
Coverage** Sickness Coverage** Coverage

Washington All L RCW 49.60.030 X X

Lines HB404(1973]

eff7-16-73

as amended by Z

HB1508(1974) I
elf 7-24-74

All L RCW49.60.178 X X X X

Lines HB404(1973)

elf7-16-73
asamendedby

H81508(1974)
eff7-24-74

All L §48.30.300 X X
Lines HB 1544(1976)

elf 6-25-76

Ind. R WAC X

A&H 284-50-320(6c)

&

284-50-355(ic)

ID Bull 77-8

n_ 11-I-77

U_



State Citation * Sex _lar_t_l Status Sexual Comments

Date Preference

Can't Must Must Can't _lu_tMustCan't

Discrim- Cover Justify Discrim- IJustifyDiscrlm-
inate In Loss Or Be inate In ]OrBOrBe inate In Oo

Insuring From Able TO Insuring ].Able To Insuring

Or Compli- Justify Or IJusfifyOr 09

Renewing cations Rate Renewin, I_Rate RenewingAnd/Or Of Differ- And/Or Differ- And/Or O

Can't ?regnancy entials Can't lentials Can't Z

Deny On Same Deny | Deny I
Avail- Basis As Avail- Avail- (_

ability Loss From ability abil_ty O

OfAny Other OfAny OfA_.y

Coverage** Sickness Coverag_ ..... Coverage

Wisconsin All R Wis. Adm. Code X X X _

Lines Ins6.55

eff6-1-76 ,

Auto & _ Wis. Adm. Code , X -- N Can't cancel fusetei _.... ....

Home- IIIns 6.55 or place in rating classification

owners eff 4-i-76 on the basis of these factors C_

i without credible information
supporting such classificationi

I and demonstrating it equitably

I reflects differences in past or 09I expectedlossesand expenses.



RISK CLASSIFICATION--PLAN DESIGN 67

MR. DONALD S. GRUBBS, JR.: All pension plans may be divided into two main
categories, defined benefit plans and defined contribution plans. These
two types of plans are entirely different in design, concept and philosophy
and take account of sex in entirely different ways.

A. Defined Contribution Plans

A defined contribution plan is one in which the contribution for each
employee is allocated to an individual account for his benefit. This
includes profit-sharing plans, thrift plans, savings plans and money-

purchase pension plans. Contributions are usually made as a percent of
pay, independent of age and sex, so that any two employees with the same
salary receive the same contribution, These plans are often thought of as
a kind of deferred compensation in which part of the individual's compensa-
tion for the current year is invested and paid to him at some later point;
thus, maintaining the employee's individual equity in the amount set aside
for him is inherent in the deferred compensation concept.

Most defined contribution plans are funded on a trusteed basis. One
recent survey showed that less than 4% of such funds were insured.

Under defined contribution plans it is ordinarily the employee who bears

the risk. The amount of his future benefits will depend upon the future
investment return of the fund. Some plans allow him to direct the invest-
ment of his own individual account.

A number of such plans allow the individual employee to direct that part of
the contributions made to his account be used to purchase an individual
life insurance policy. In such a case the premiums do, of course, vary
with age and usually with sex. Thus if the same amount is applied to
purchase life insurance, younger employees will generally get more insur-
rance than older employees and females will get more insurance than males.

Benefits may be distributed to employees at the time of retirement or
earlier termination of employment, or in some cases while still actively
employed. The amount distributed to the employee is his account balance.
Often plans provide that this account balance may be paid as a lump sum

distribution or, if the employee elects, may be applied to purchase an
annuity. If an annuity is purchased, of course, the amount of monthly

annuity depends upon the age and sex of the employee, with older employees
receiving larger monthly payments than younger employees and males receiv-
ing larger monthly payments than females.

B. Defined Benefit Plans

A defined benefit plan is a traditional pension plan under which the amount
of monthly pension at retirement is defined, such as a pension of $i0.00 per
year of service or a pension of 50% of final average pay. Under defined
benefit plans the benefit formula is usually adopted with the consideration

of providing a suitable amount of retirement income in relation to the
individual's salary and years of service. The employer considers the over-

all cost of the program, but no effort is made to obtain individual equity
of contributions in setting the basic benefit formula. The pensionsgene-
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rally have a higher cost as a percentage of pay for employees hired at older

ages than for those hired at younger ages. Under final average pay plans
the cost of benefits is higher for employees with rapid salary increases
than for those with slower salary increases, higher not only in absolute

dollar amounts but as a percentage of pay. Although the cost of providing
$i00 of monthly annuity at age 65 is higher for females than for males, many
employers find that the cost of providing pensions for females is a lower

percentage of pay than for males because of higher turnover rates and lower
rates of salary increase. Appropriate monthly benefits rather than equity
of cost is the objective.

In most defined benefit plans the entire cost is paid by the employer, who
bears the entire risk of fluctuations of cost. Even in those plans where

employees contribute part of the costs, employee contributions are specified
as a percent of pay and the employer bears the entire risk of cost fluctua-
tion.

In 1976 36% of private pension plan assets were held by insurance companies
and 64% were held on a trusteed basis. 'rileoverwhelming majority of insured
plan assets were under group annuity contracts. Most of these group annuity
contracts are deposit administration or immediate participation guarantee
contracts with a single unallocated fund for the entire plan and no indivi-
dual employee accounts; under many of these contracts a withdrawal is made
at retirement to purchase an annuity providing the pension payments speci-
fied under the benefit formula, while other contracts merely make the pay-

ments monthly from the unallocated fund as they become due, the same as
under a trusteed plan. A decreasing minority of group annuity contracts are
of the older group deferred annuity type, under which each year the employer

pays a premium to purchase a small deferred annuity for each active employee.
Under deferred annuity contracts, and after an annuity is purchased under a
deposit administration contract, the employer has shifted the mortality and
investment risk to an insurance company, although in larger plans the risk
is entirely passed back to the employer through the experience-rating pro-
cess.

Of insured pension reserves, however, about 7% are held under individual
policy pension trusts under which an individual insurance or annuity con-
tract is issued upon the life of each active employee; this is an extremely
inefficient way to fund pensions even for very small employers. Under these
plans the mortality and investment risk has been shifted from the employer
to a life insurance company, although cost fluctuations related to turnover
and salary increase rates are retained by the employer.

Under defined benefit plans two employees retiring at age 65 with equal work

and salary histories will receive equal amounts of monthly pension payable
as a single life annuity, regardless of sex. However, there are optional
forms of benefits payable based upon actuarial equivalent factors. Plans
are required to include a joint and survivor option and many plans also
include other optional forms of benefit distribution. Historically such
actuarial equivalent factors have been based upon mortality tables which
differ by sex, recognizing the lower mortality rates generally experienced

by females. In some circumstances this results in larger benefits for
females and in other circumstances larger benefits for males. Increasing
numbers of plans have shifted to using unisex mortality tables for this
purpose, under which the table adopted is designed to reflect the average
experience of the entire group. If the table is appropriately chosen, there
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is no significant cost effect for such a change. There are no problems to
such a change if the plan is funded through a trust, deposit administration

contract or immediate participatio n guarantee contract. However, for those
insured plans funded entirely with individual insurance and annuity contracts
or with deferred annuity contracts, where prior to the annuity co_mnencement
date the insurance company has already guaranteed a benefit, a decision to
shift to unisex mortality tables would require modification of the contracts
or a change to a deposit administration contract or a trust.

The adoption of unisex tables has generally been for the purpose of equity
and good employee relations. Since the underlying benefit formula has been
designed to meet the needs of employees regardless of sex, benefits which
differ by sex are inconsistent with the basic design of the defined benefit
plan.

If an employee elects early retirement before his normal retirement age, he
receives a reduced benefit, often determined to be actuarially equivalent to
the benefit payable at age 65. Most larger pension funds have abandoned

actuarial equivalent factors for determining early retirement benefits, and
instead make reductions such as 1/2% per month early. Of those plans which
use actuarial equivalent factors for early retirement, most still base these
upon mortality tables that differ by sex, although an increasing number have

shifted to unisex tables. Sex-differentiated tables typically result in a
female retiring at age 55 receiving 12% more pension than an equally compen-
sated male retiring at the same age. The alleged rationale for paying a
female age 55 receiving 12% more pension is to preserve the ratio of higher
cost which exists at age 65, a rationale entirely inconsistent with basic
design considerations for defined benefit plans. Shifting to early retire-
ment factors which do not vary by sex, as most larger plans have already
done, does not pose any particular problem for the employer, although plans
funded entirely by individual insurance contracts or deferred annuity con-
tracts would need to have such funding media modified.

C. Legislation

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended by the Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity Act of 1972, provides, "it shall be unlawful employment
practice for an employer ....to discriminate against any individual with
respect to his compensation, terms, conditions or privileges of employment,
because of such individual's race, color, religion, sex or national origin."

This is generally understood to prevent a pension plan from having sex
differences in eligibility to participate, eligibility for benefits, or

benefit formulas; almost all plans have eliminated such differences.
However, this law has not generally been understood to prohibit using
actuarial equivalent factors which differ by sex in determining benefit
amoun tS.

D. The Manhart Case

Marie Manhart was an employee covered by the pension plan of the City of Los
Angeles, Department of Water and Power. That is a contributory plan under
which employee contributions were originally designed to have the employee

pay half the cost of the plan. Contribution rates were developed based upon
mortality and interest assumptions which resulted in contribution rates
varying by both age and sex. Female employees had to contribute 15% more to
the plan than comparable male employees, which resulted in females receiving
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less take-home pay. It is extremely unusual in 1978 for a pension plan to

have employee contribution rates which vary by sex.

The U.S. District Court ruled that these differing contribution rates,
together with their accompanying different amounts of take-home pay, con-
stituted unlawful discrimination in violation of Title VII of the Civil

Rights Act. The 9th Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the District Court, and
the case is now being considered by the U.S. Supreme Court*.

It matters little whether the Supreme Court prohibits rates of employee
contributions which differ by sex, since plans of that sort are almost
extinct anyway. But if the Supreme Court's opinion were to be phrased in
such broad language as to prohibit any differences by sex whatsoever under
pension plans, this could be extremely disruptive. By far the biggest
problem would be under defined contribution plans, under which employees may

now elect to receive their account balances as a lump sum or to apply their
account balances to purchase annuities. Annuities with equal rates for both
sexes do not currently exist in the market place. If unequal monthly annuity
pa_nent:s were no longer permitted, many employers might decide to comply by
simply eliminating the annuity option completely, forcing all employees to

take lump sum payments. Thu_ employees could lose the protection of an
income payable for life.

Even with respect to defined benefit plans a sudden change to a requirement
of unisex tables for determining actuarial equivalent amounts would be

disruptive for plans not now using unisex tables. Such a change could be
better handled by legislation providing proper lead time, grandfather
clauses with respect to individuals previously retired and annuities pre-
viously purchased, and other appropriate adjustments. As previously men-

tioned, a number of defined benefit plans have already made the change to
unisex tables voluntarily, and I normally recommend such changes.

E. Adjustments for Insured Plans

Over the years the insurance industry has changed thousands of defined
benefit plans from deferred annuity contracts and individual insurance and
annuity contracts to the unallocated funding of deposit administration
contracts and split funded plans; and with appropriate lead time it could
easily handle the transition for the remainder of such plans in order to
eliminate sex discrimination. Such changes in funding are generally desi-

rable for plans and employers, regardless of governmental requirements.
They do reduce agent commissions, however.

If defined contribution plans were required to eliminate sex differences,
the problems for the insurance industry would be more challenging but not
insurmountable. It is obvious that insurance companies can issue ordinary
life policies to males and females at the same rates, since they did so
during most of their history and some companies still do so; but this
would tend to raise premium rates from 5% to 20% for females without appre-
ciably affecting rates for males.

*Editor's Note: On April 25, 1978 (after this meeting) the U.S. Supreme
Court voted 6-2 to uphold the Appeals Court decision.
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If defined contribution plans could only buy annuities at equal purchase

rates for males and females, a variety of solutions are possible. For a

large group plan the conservative female rates could be used for both males

and females; experience rating the entire plan would cause the gains from

overpricing of male retirees to be reallocated to active employees. Simi-

larly under individual contracts it might be possible to sell contracts to

both males and females at the same high female rates, but pay a dividend to

the plan as a whole at time of purchase of annuities for males equal to the

difference in usual annuity premium rates (around 12% of the premium). This

approach would make the purchase of annuities less attractive for males,

however, and tend to decrease the utilization of annuities by males.

MR. GROSS: The problem in life insurance is very unlikely to reach the

proportions that it is reaching in auto insurance or elsewhere for two main

reasons. First, in the area of sex discrimination, in this case females get

a better break than males and perhaps they should be getting an even better

break than they do today. So, we can expect pressure to _prove the setback

for females and change the standard nonforfeiture laws to eliminate any

possibility of deficiency reserves. Secondly, few people consider indivi-

dual life insurance a necessity - thus, the fact that some people pay more

than others does not create an affordabillty crisis. So, while there will

be spillover and controversy and (as Anna mentioned in her introduction)

there is probably a laundry list of discrimination problems in life insurance,

I still expect the impact of classification change to be smaller than in
other insurance areas.

MS. RAPPAPORT: Women often move in and out of the labor force, and they do

so more frequently than men. Because of this difference in behavior, are

typical vesting patterns therefore discriminatory?

MR. GRUBBS: No more discriminatory than all of the other effects which come

from women moving in and out of the labor force. All a pension plan can

hope to do is to provide equal benefits for people who have equal work

histories, rather than to try to control the work history. It does, though,

raise a larger question as to whether plans should have earlier vesting than

they do now. At the time we established minimum vesting requirements under

ERISA, we went to 10-year vesting. Some thought that earlier vesting would

be desirable, but it was recognized that this itself was a substantial step

forward and all that people are willing to bite off, but earlier vesting is

coming.

MR. ARNOLD A. DICKE: If the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) were to be adopted

to the Constitution, what effect would that have on risk classification, if

any?

MRS. KAMROW: Since nobody is precisely sure of the effect of the ERA in

general, it is particularly hard to tell what the effect will be on risk

classification. However, there are a number of states that do have some

sort of an ERA amendment in the state. Take, for example, Washington, where

it is a civil right not to be discriminated against because of sex. There

was an Attorney-General opinion interpreting this law as having different

application in insurance than in other civil rights areas. Although generally

civil rights deals with individual rights, since insurance deals with group

characteristics, the law had to be interpreted recognizing such group charac-

teristics. Now this is not the way other states or the Federal Government

would go, necessarily. Passage of the ERA might give some impetus to des-
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truction of our right to risk classification, but on the other hand, argu-
ments could be made against it.

MS. RAPPAPORT: I would add that the unisex table issue is an important
issue facing all of us now, and it is one that is likely to be settled in
the courts, whether we end up with the ERA or not. The same kinds of pro-
blems are going to arise irrespective of the ERA, but that might accelerate
them.

MS. RAPPAPORT: Cathy, could you tell us about what CNA has done with res-
pect to normal maternity benefits in New York State?

MS. KAMROW: Our experience in New York pointed out some of the problems in

maternity. We are out of business in New York on our individual hospital/
medical. First of all, we do not have our rates approved; we do not comple-
tely agree with the New York Insurance Department theories. They are requir-
ing the application of general population statistics. We think we should be
able to use insured life statistics, the intercompany or the intraeompany
statistics. Certainly we would want to apply in New York, or any state, the
given state experience. We would also want in New York or in any other
state in which we would have to provide maternity benefits, a rate based on
age. For example, in New York there is a decline starting from around age

22. That is where pregnancy peaks, and we would, thereforej like a rate that
starts decreasing from that age. Even if we were to get our rates approved
in New York, we have not made a decision on whether we are going to go back

into business or not. And, of course, everybody is awaiting the outcome of
the suit in New York on the constitutional issues of that mandatory mater-
nity law.

MR. GRUBBS: Recently there appeared in the Federal Register a report on
products liability, an options paper. Dr. Schwartz who headed the task
force that prepared this paper, stated that much of the classification done
by insurance companies seems to be done on a seat-of-the-pants basis, with-
out any statistics. Do we need to have more statistical bases for our
classifications in the health area and in the auto area? Are there suffi-

cient statistics?

MR. GROSS: In the auto area there are generally sufficient statistics these
days. Even in small states and small territories there are statistical

agencies collecting enough information from all the companies to get credi-
ble data. Unlike the health and life area, the degree of variability between

different consumers is so great that you will frequently find problems in
gathering statistics, particularly if you get into something like products
liability or workmen's compensation. For example, is one plastics company
like another plastics company? It might very well not be. There can be
scads of different definitions by different kinds of industries in commercial
areas, so that gets to be an area where maybe the actuaries cannot always
keep up with social change. This is probably why good commercial lines
underwriters are well paid and hard to find. In effect, you have to sub-
stitute underwriting judgment for statistics.

MS. RAPPAPORT: But hasn't the problem evolved, at least in the auto business,

to the point of people saying, "I don't care what your statistics are; this
is what you are going to have to do".

MR. GROSS: That is true, but as actuaries we ought to recognize that there
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are statistical differences and there are differences in the collection of

information. One example in the auto business - the law changed in New York
State as of December, particularly on the auto liability side. It takes a
few years to pay a claim on auto liability, which means that the claims come
in slower. The commissioner in New York would very much like us all to
lower the rates if the statistics prove that the new law saves money. So it

is a highly political issue and one where it is not as much a credibility
problem as a time problem. There really is not any answer. From my under-
standing of health and life insurance, I doubt if you would find similar
kinds of issues where the statistics are not available and there is an awful

lot of pressure for a quick response to an outcome which nobody understands.

MS. RAPPAPORT: We have good mortality statistics by sex. We have not done
the job that we should have done in the area of disability statistics by
sex. A couple of years ago when I looked into this (New York State has
since have done an extensive study) I felt that the actuarial profession
really had not done th_ job I would have liked to see it do. We are in-
creasingly facing problems with some of this other legislation and statis-
tics. It may be insurmountable even to get data bases to produce good
statistics for some of those groups.

MR. RICHARD G. SCHREITMUELLER: A 1977 study of the Disability Insurance

(DI) experience under OASDI is available. You can get a free copy of this
(Actuarial study #74) and of the latest Trustees' Report for OASDI from the
Office of the Actuary, Social Security Administration, Baltimore, Maryland
21235. It has some fairly good statistics on incidence and terminations by

age, sex and duration from disability. In the latest batch of figures that
is being used for the DI part of the program they are projecting about a
one-third increase in the incidence rate.

MR. GRUBBS: The recent PBGC tables for disabled lives, I believe, were
based on those statistics and show substantially lower disablement rates for

females in terms of long term disability. _

MS. RAPPAPORT: And that really calls into question some of the traditional
rating practices.

MR. GRUBBS: For long term disability, certainly.

MRS. KAMROW: Yes, but when you get to the second year of benefits, don't
the statistics show that there are very few people that continue on long
term disability in comparison to the people insured? So, is it that great a
factor over the first year benefits? Our actuaries do not think that it is.
When they come up with their rate structure, the biggest factor is on the
first year and the incidence and the frequency and duration. But then they
assume that very few people remain disabled beyond that first year so that

the component for the beyond-the-first-year is the same for male and female.
Is this the thinking of other people? Is this how other companies are
pricing on their beyond-the-first-year benefit?

MR. GRUBBS: I have not been looking at it from a pricing viewpoint, but from
a valuing of the benefits under employer plans. We merely try to adopt
realistic assumptions and we do generally use differing disablement rates
for males and females.
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MR. DANIEL Y. CASE: There has been criticism of the premium rate differen-

tials by sex that companies are using in individual disability income

insurance. One women's group produced a ten or twelve-page paper challenging

those differentials. In the paper they cited just about every type of

disability experience one could imagine except the Society of Actuaries

experience under individual loss-of-time policies. In other words, they

cited just about every experience except for the most relevant.

MS. RAPPAPORT: Do the issues of handicapped classification cause any

problems in auto?

MR. GROSS: Yes, certainly some states have forbidden companies to discri-

minate and underwrite against people who are handicapped. There are two

facts here that are important practically. One is the question of whether

discrimination against handicapped people always constitutes unfair discri-

mination. In this area, companies will have to be able to demonstrate that

the medical disability will cause a bad driving record.

The second fact is that it would be questionable social policy that enabled

known high risk drivers to get insurance and maim and kill the rest of us on

the road. This factor protects us against some extremes. For example, in

California, an older driver who may have been senile obtained insurance from

the assigned risk plan. After an accident in which a young person was killed,

the deceased's parents then sued the assigned risk plan for insuring the

high risk driver. I do not know how that suit was resolved, but it cer-

tainly expresses society's interest in letting the automobile insurance

mechanism, as well as the driver licensing mechanism, keep high-risk people

off the road.

MR. GRUBBS: Would no-fault change this a lot? If bad driver Grubbs crashes

into good driver Gross, under no-fault, as I understand it, that would be

assessed against good driver Gross' policy. Doesn't that take away many of

the classification differences we have had in the past?

MR. GROSS: Yes, it would under pure no-fault. A pure no-fault system would

allow no tort suits, no settlement between us, and no subrogation. In other

words even though, in your example, you crashed into me and you were at

fault, both of us would be paid by our insurance company. However, this is

only a theoretical insurance possibility because no pure no-fault plans

exist and many states retain subrogation under their no-fault plans.

MRS. ELSBETH T. ERBE: I understand that we are having to provide more

coverages in the health area, irrespective of what handicaps may exist. All

of the talk has been with respect to adults at this meeting. Can any of you

on the panel or in the audience tell me what is available with respect to

coverages for handicapped infants, children who are born with genetic de-

fects that are congenital and probably will involve a great deal of medical

treatment either in the first year of life, or in the first year and in

continuing years? Are those kinds of conditions presently excluded under

medical policies?

MRS. KAMROW: There are perhaps two laws in most states today that impact on

this. Perhaps the problem is first of all that you have to have a family

policy, but once you have the family policy these types of people will be

covered. Most of the states have a law that newborn infants must be covered

from birth so that if you have yourself and a dependent covered, then the
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newborn child would be automatically covered to the same extent as the other

covered children. It does not mean that the policy would necessarily have
to pay more than it would provide to others. Also, most of the states
require that once a dependent is covered under a policy, if he remains
handicapped and dependent upon his parent, you cannot terminate his or her

coverage at, say, the normal age of 19; you must continue the coverage so
long as the policy remains in force.

MRS. ERBE: Is there a limitation on kinds of services that can be provided
for the handicapped child, and if so, what is it?

MRS. _OW: Well, as I said, it would be subject to the general limi-
tations of the policy. If you had a comprehensive policy, perhaps a lot
would be covered. But if the family had just a basic hospital policy, there
might be limits on the hospital room and board or on the surgical operations,
etc. Some companies may have special products, but our company has not
produced any special products or expanded our underwriting limits to accommo-
date this problem. You may find more coverage for such persons in the group
area, because in group insurance much more major medical and comprehensive
coverage is provided.

MRS. MARY H. ADAMS: There were two elements that I thought we might mention
in consideration of risk classification for pension plans, and that is with
regard to disabled lives. In general we use a different mortality table for
those people. When you have two actuarially equivalent reductions for
options there is a considerable difference (30-40% for many age combina-
tions) in the amount of benefit payable under each option. To some degree
there has been a trend away from using these separate factors, either by
having fixed percentage decrements by age for all options, or the latest
very sophisticated approach using a blend of male/female plus, based on
experience, a blend in disabled lives by age according to incidence. That
was one area. The second is the normal retirement classification, regard-
less of whether the people are disabled or not. Formerly, we would have put
a fairly severe penalty in option factors for antiseleotion. More recently,
with more people taking the option (partially due to larger pension benefits),
we could see a little less antiselection. With the advent of ERISA, where
the option is automatic, I have personally in all my plans eliminated any
penalty.




